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**BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE**

Luella Provost Newton and her husband Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. lived in the Minneapolis/St. Paul region of Minnesota before moving to Alaska. From ca. 1908 to 1912, they lived in Fairbanks, Birch Creek and possibly Valdez. In 1904, they had a son, Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. The Newtons mined in Fairbanks. They also brought the first linotype to Fairbanks from Auburn, Washington.

The *Alaska-Yukon Gazetteer* shows Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. working as an operator at the *Daily News-Miner* on 9th Ave. in Fairbanks from 1909-1910 and as an operator at the Tanana Publishing Co. in Fairbanks from 1911-1912.

**SCOPE AND CONTENTS NOTE**

The collection consists of photographs from two albums. The original order of the albums was retained however they were unbound due to deterioration. Photographs from Album One reflect, primarily, the Minneapolis/St. Paul region of Minnesota. It appears to begin with Luella Provost Newton’s pre-marriage life, prior to 1899, and continues into her married life. Friends and family are shown, including a few post-1899 Alaska images. Album Two was collected during Luella Newton’s married life in Alaska and includes images of friends, Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. and the environs of Fairbanks and Birch Creek. Includes images of the Iditarod Pioneer office, Valdez Trail and spring breakup in the Fairbanks area, 1909.

**INVENTORY**

*Photo album:*

1. Santa Claus’ sixth annual visit to Hall’s Book Store, Fairbanks, Alaska. Dec. 25th, 1909. [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. in front row, 3rd from right.]

2. [Child on stump holding daisies]

3. [Woman and dog on shore of lake/river, lumber barge on water, trees and low hill in background]

4. [Two women pushing baby strollers, woman on right similar to 408, two men behind them. All on planked sidewalk.]

5. [Man kneeling with dog on planked sidewalk, houses in background]

6. [Woman in coat and hat sitting on stump, cabin in background]

7. [Child on ground, house to side, similar to 405-1]

8. [Man, woman and child at side of house, child similar to 1 and 7]
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[Luella Provost Newton, Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. and woman and child similar to 8, trees in background]

Some snow [man in front of cabin, drifts of snow surrounding]


Al Johnson’s cabin – April 8, 1911. [X marks spot of cabin, several cabins surround it]

Eighth Avenue, Fairbanks – 1910-11. [Cabin, snow with trails cut through, poles with wire running down street.]

[Cabin in snow, fence in front, other structure to right. Dark]

[Cabin in snow, similar to 15, side view? Other structure to right. Dark]

[Man walking in front of St. Matthew’s Church and Free Public Reading Room, St. Matthew’s Hospital to its right. Snow]

[Cabin with no.215 above door, stained glass windows, American flag? Fence in foreground]

[Several cabins in snow]

[Party in wooden arbor. Luella Provost Newton, men, women and children]

[Women brushing a woman’s hair]

[Boy on pony]

[Bird carvings? near cabin porch. Snow]

[Two women, man and dog. Cabin in background. Snow. Fuzzy photo]

[Lit cabin window at night. Snow]

[Dog team sled with children. Adults in background. Buildings in far background]

[Cabin in snow. Fence in foreground]

[Cabin with chimney smoke in snow. Other cabins with either sunrise or sunset in background]

Do you notice the snow nearly up to windows. Look at the roof. Holy Day [?]?! [Cabin with large amount of snow on roof and surrounding]

[Row of cabins, fence surrounding them. Field of snow in foreground.] Our cabin [with arrow pointing].

Fairbanks, Alaska [Luella Provost Newton in coat, fur hat, holding furs. Standing in snow]

Wireless Station, Fairbanks. [Luella Provost Newton in front of station, similar to 33]

Fairbanks, Alaska [Luella Provost Newton, similar to 33]
36 Valdez Trail, 1910 [Luella Provost Newton and Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. with horse and sleigh]

37 On Valdez Trail. 1910. [Luella Provost Newton standing by man riding in dogsled. Trees in background]

38 [Luella Provost Newton headshot in camisole]

39 [Luella Provost Newton sitting and posing in ball gown?]

40 [Luella Provost Newton sitting in camisole and skirt. Mirror in background. Image of child in lower left.]

41 [Luella Provost Newton. similar to 39.]

42 [Luella Provost Newton headshot. similar to 40.]

43-48 [Party in wooden arbor. Similar to 19-24]

46 [Group including Luella Provost Newton and Charles Anselm Newton Jr. looking at young child rolling on barrel.]

47-48 [Women dressing one another’s hair.]

49 [Man and child? in front of laden horse pulled sled. Snow.]  

50 [Horse pulled sleigh(s)? in foreground. Buildings and wire poles in background. Snow on ground. Dark.]

51 [Naked child standing near doorway holding onto wooden crate. Child similar to 2.]

52 [Woman in hat and coat pushing baby stroller in snow.]

53 [Man holding child in front of cabin door. Child similar to 51.]

54 [Child lying on bed. Draped crib to left of bed.]

55 [Three women, two men and dog posed in front of cabin. Woman in middle similar to 406. Flowers in foreground.]

56 [Woman (Luella Provost Newton?) in bug-net hat standing in camp kitchen. Scrub trees surrounding.]


58 [Group of men on porch of post office. Sign on building: cigars, tobacco, candies & stationery.]

59 [Houseboats/barges? with names of “McNab” and “Triuder”?, canoes in front: one named “Wildcat”.]

60 [Luella Provost Newton in front of fence and cabin]

61 Tableaux-Act IV. [Man with leg on stove? Woman and child watching. Fuzzy photo]
62  [Back view of person in forest. Dark and fuzzy photo.]
63  [Luella Provost Newton, two men and woman laughing in front of log wall.]
64  [Luella Provost Newton aiming rifle, man sitting on ground. Large tents in background.]
65  [Luella Provost Newton kneeling, fabric in front of her, small tent behind her. Wooden fence in background.]
66  [Adjoining wharves, mountains in background. Houses on shore.]
67  [Group of people standing around The Star Bakery – Best in the North sign. River in background.]
68  [Three men sitting in back of boat around its motor]
69  [Boy standing at shore of river. Wall tents in background.]
70  Iditarod Pioneer office [Three men in front of office building.]
71  [Man, boy, woman and dog in camp eating. Tent with chimney in background.]
72  [Row of businesses in tents. Business signs read:] ...House Bakery, Vienna Coffee House & Bakery, F&M Café & Lodging; meals one $1.00. [Four other signs are dark.]
73  [Riverbank scene. Fuzzy photo.]
74  [Riverbank scene. Wooden and tent buildings on bank. Logs and boats in water.]
75  [Caches on riverbank.]
76  Wildcat Fairbanks. [The Newton’s boat: the Wildcat, man on right, American flag flying at the stern.]
77  Hair trigger [Two women, one man all holding rifles in front of tent. One woman holding a dead bird]
78  [Baby and dog in front of cabin on wooden walkway.]
79  [Two women, one man in canoe. People similar to 77.]
80  [Two women, one man in mule drawn wagon. People similar to 77. All are eating. Caption reads:] We never lost a minute.
81  [Two men, one woman in front of tent, two similar to 77. Dead birds hanging from pole. Wagon in right of picture. Photo hand colored.]
82  [Two women, one man in front of tent, similar to 77. Dead birds hanging from pole.]
83  Malamutes [Dogs and puppies]
84  [Dog team at rest with three people on sled. Cabins in background.]
85  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. with malamute dog.]
86  Wada; Japanese [Japanese.] – from Nome, 2,000 miles. [Man and dog team in snow.]
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92 [Woman, Luella Provost Newton, in white dress.]
93 Winter 1907-1908. [Luella Provost Newton and Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. with girl and woman in front of cabin. Snow.]
94 Colonial Dame St. Matthew’s Fair 1909. [Luella Provost Newton in costume.]
95 Lou and “Jumbo” [Luella Provost Newton hugging black dog.]
96 Breakup – 1909 – Ice going out. [Luella Provost Newton standing with two woman and a man in foreground. Two men and river in background.]
97 50 below zero [Luella Provost Newton and Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. outside in winter clothing.]
98 [Luella Provost Newton, Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. and Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. in horse drawn sled.]
99 [Luella Provost Newton, Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. and Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. in horse pulled sled, man standing behind them.]
100 A.B. Masqurrade [masquerade], 1910 [?]. [Luella Provost Newton sitting in chair. Interior of room similar to 257.]
101 [Luella Provost Newton, Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. and man in horse drawn sled. Similar to 98-99.]
102 [Luella Provost Newton, woman and child wading in surf. Wharf in background.]
103 [Two women, child and man on wharf?]
104 [Two women, child and man at water’s edge. Women in bathing costumes.]
105 [Luella Provost Newton pushing Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. in baby carriage on wharf. Steam boat in background.]
106 [Luella Provost Newton, Charles Anselm Newton, Jr., woman and child posing at water’s edge. All in bathing costumes.]
107 [Luella Provost Newton]
108 [Luella Provost Newton, woman and child sitting on logs at beach. Wharf and swimmer in background.]
109 [Luella Provost Newton holding Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. on her back. Luella standing in water, wharf in background, both in bathing costumes.]
110 [Luella Provost Newton, woman and boy wading. Houses in background.]
111 [Luella Provost Newton leaning on fence. Similar to 92.]
112 [Luella Provost Newton and Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. on park bench.]
113 [Luella Provost Newton kneeling with doll.]
114 [Small photo of woman and child.]
116 [Woman silhouetted against sky. Buildings in background. Fuzzy photo.]
118 [Luella Provost Newton in front of cache.]
119 [Figure by water? Very fuzzy photo.]
120 [Luella Provost Newton carrying goods to shore.]
121 [Luella Provost Newton standing in boat, box of “Fresh Petaluma Eggs” in boat.]
122 [Line of native people standing in front of unfinished log building.]
123 [Man standing by unfinished log building.]
124 [Several tents, a cache and dogs.]
125 [Similar to 122, cache in background.]
126 [Scows, steam boat, the Evelyn?, crowds of people.]
127 [River scene with scow and steam boat in background.]
128 [Many people in rowboat. In foreground, interior of boat with box of Fresh Petaluma Eggs.]
129 [River scene, prow of boat in foreground.]
130 [Pile of boxes on river bank.]
132 School children – Fairbanks Alaska July 4th 1911. [Children wearing state name ribbons posed on steps.]
133 [Newtons – 3 generations. Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. and Sr. with Grandfather.]
134 [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. standing beside woman. Tents in background. Woman’s head has been torn off photo.]
135 [Two people sitting on ground in forest. Photo smudged.]
136 Luella Provost Newton and Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. sitting on ground in forest.]
137 [Woman standing in front of tents. Fuzzy photo.]
138 [Similar to 50.]
139 [Similar to 104.]
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[Woman sitting with child on her lap. Fuzzy photo.]

[Woman standing holding child.]

[Luella Provost Newton standing with woman in front of wooden house.]

[Luella Provost Newton sitting on porch with laughing man, similar to 142.]

[Luella Provost Newton, Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. and Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. in front of cabin.]

[Charles Anselm Newton, Sr., Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. and woman in a clearing. Photo dark.]

[Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. sitting in snow. Cabins in background. Fuzzy photo.]

[Three photos of the same woman in series]

[Luella Provost Newton, Charles Anselm Newton, Sr., Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. and man sitting on plank.]

[Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. wading.]

[Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. by driftwood, wharf in background.]

[Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. and Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. at water’s edge, similar to 150.]

[Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. standing on stump.]

[Charles Anselm Newton, Jr.]

[Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. holding toy? gun]

[Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. and his grandfather holding hands.]

[Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. and boy at water’s edge.]

[Charles Anselm Newton, Jr.]

Jr. [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr., wharf in background.]

[Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. on bluff, power lines going down into valley in background.]

[Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. standing in snow.]

Charles Anselm Newton, Sr.

[Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. and Charles Anselm Newton, Jr.]

Jr., Sr., Grandfather. [Charles Anselm Newton, Sr., Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. and grandfather with another man.]

[Photograph of photograph of four men posed around a table. Photograph small.]

[Charles Anselm Newton, Sr., Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. and Luella Provost Newton.]
166  [Charles Anselm Newton, Sr., Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. and grandfather. Photograph dark.]
167  [Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. at helm of a boat.]
168  [Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. sitting at bureau writing. A self-portrait, string to camera apparent in photograph.]
169  [Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. in snow outside cabin.]
170  [Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. at clothing mangle. A self-portrait, string to camera apparent in photograph.]
171  [Charles Anselm Newton, Sr., similar to 168.]
172  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. and man at water’s edge.]
173  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. sitting by lumber pile. Photograph light.]
174  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr.]
175  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. in snow.]
176  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. with other children playing with toboggans.]
177  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. standing by cabin.]
178  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. and boy. Both in military style uniforms.]
179  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. riding hobby-horse.]
180  [Similar to 178.]
181  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. and boy.]
182  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. and two boys.]
183  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. and girl.]
184  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. sitting on large crate.]
185  [Boy, Charles Anselm Newton, Jr.?, sitting on floor with blocks, blurry photo.]
186  [Boy, Charles Anselm Newton, Jr.?, standing in front of seated man, blurry photo.]
187  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr.]
188  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr.]
189  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. and dog.]
190  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. standing by boat at water’s edge.]
191  Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. by water’s edge, wharf in background.]
192  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr.]
193  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. and child.]
194  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. in front of brick building.]
195 [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr., very dark.]
196 [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. below porch of building.]
197 [Women and girl at railing of house or boat. Blurry photo]
198 [Man, woman, girl and puppy at wire fence. Girl similar to 197. Buildings in background.]
199 [Men and women at railing. Similar to 197.]
200 [Two women, man and girl by dog sled. Cabins in background. Girl similar to 197.]
201 [Group photograph. Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. in front row, second from right.]
202 [Group of people seated on ground, eating. Luella Provost Newton and Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. in foreground.]
203 [Group photograph.]
204 [Group photograph with hobbyhorse and doll. Middle of photograph is blurry.]
205 [Group photograph. Luella Provost Newton in second row on far left.]
206 [Two men, one woman and girl on porch of house.]
207 [Man and woman, similar to 206.]
208 [Man and woman, similar to 206.]
209 [Man, woman, two children in snow. Light streaks on photograph.]
210 [Girl on sofa or bed? Photograph faded.]
211 [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. with four boys.]
212 [Four children standing on log. Field and building in background. Photograph hand colored.]
213 [Four children outside. Photograph hand colored.]
214 [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. with four boys.]
215 [Woman sitting outside.]
216 [Five woman outside in snow, middle one holding a leather ball.]
217 [Woman standing in road, buildings in background.]
218 [Woman standing, holding puppy. Similar to 215.]
219 [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. and woman seated in horse drawn sled. Man walking on right.]
220 [Girl standing on stool.]
221 [Two women and man on street. Man pushing baby sled with runners?]
222 [Woman standing by greenhouse? Cabin in background.]
[Group photograph with dog sled in front of cabin.]

[Man in double-breasted suit.]

[Man and boy on front porch of cabin.]

[Man seated at water’s edge.]

[Three men in shop or office?]

[Luella Provost Newton and man by fence. Similar to 92.]

[Luella Provost Newton and man seated at dining table. Similar to 232.]

[en verso:] Have got no writing paper on hand just now. Will write you later. Tell Mrs. Newton we can’t see enough of that delicate sun-- of [?] picture of her. Girl seated outside. Wooden buildings in background. Photograph faded.

[Luella Provost Newton, Charles Anselm Newton, Jr., girl and woman in snow outside a cabin.]

[Group of children standing in line in snow.]

[Three men outside shop. Wooden sidewalk.]

[Four men outside shop. Similar to 237.]

[Two woman at door of cabin.] No. 172 [above door of cabin. To right of door hangs a sign reading:] Fairbanks Daily Times.

[Two woman standing with child. Blurry photo.]

Yours truly, Passnee [?] Bill [Woman on horse posing in front of rock bluff.]

[Two women, one man standing in snow.]

[Luella Provost Newton, Charles Anselm Newton, Jr., two women and one man standing on log.]

[Luella Provost Newton, Charles Anselm Newton, Jr., two women and child standing on sidewalk in front of house.]

[Woman and two children.]

[Two women and dog on wooden sidewalk.]

[Woman sitting on park bench. Similar to 246.]

[Woman standing behind fence. Oval photograph.]

[Woman in white dress posing with scroll.]
250  [Girl with white hat and bow.]
251  Frank Kellogg. [Man and dog in front of double doors.]
252  [Two women on beach in bathing costumes. Cabins in background.]
253  [Girl and Charles Anselm Newton, Jr.]
254  [Man holding doll on knee, dog in background.]
255  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. in water. Footbridge in background.]
256  [Man and boy standing in front of house. Boy holding cat.]
257  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr.? standing on raft? Blurry photo.]
258  [Cabin in snow.]
259-261  [Cabin interiors]
262  Camp 79. [Man and woman sitting on upper porch of two-story house on the water.]
263  [Cabin with ferns in foreground. Dark.]
264  [Group of people standing on upper porch of two-story house.]
265  [Similar to 262.]
266  [Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. and Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. on shore, boat in foreground.]
267  [Luella Provost Newton, Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. and Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. in camp kitchen at water’s edge.]
268  [Luella Provost Newton, Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. and Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. with duffel bag in front of tent.]
269  [Luella Provost Newton, Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. and three men on the Wildcat.]
270  [Luella Provost Newton, Charles Anselm Newton, Jr., two men and one woman on dock?]
271  [Luella Provost Newton pushing Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. in baby carriage. Similar to 105.]
272  [Woman and boy on beach in bathing costumes. Similar to 102.]
273  Birch Creek Road, Fairbanks. [Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. standing in snowy road.]
274  Birch Creek Road. [Three people in distance on snowy road.]
275  [Luella Provost Newton, child and woman in field of daisies.]
276  This seems like a dream! [Luella Provost Newton, Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. and Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. Similar to 267.]
Ice Going Out. Fairbanks, Alaska May 5th, 1908. [Panoramic photograph of Fairbanks’ waterfront, ice flowing down river.] *(Located in PCA/Panoramas X-Oversize, Map Case in Vault)*

Woman standing in tree. Field and trees in background.

Luella Provost, Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. and man.


Group of people in front of cottage, Shild’s cottage? Faded.

Two women with fishing poles and two men. Similar to 280.

Woman holding child. Very faded.

Luella Provost, Charles Anselm Newton, Sr., two women and a man sitting on log. Similar to 280.

Woman and man in boat. Woman fishing. Blurry photo.

Two men in boat.

Luella Provost, two woman and man similar to 280 in boat and on a dock. House in background.

Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. and woman in boat. Woman holding fishing rod with fish on line.

Three women on bridge. One facing camera, other two turned away.

Minnehaha Falls. Taken by Lottie. June, 1899.


…up the river…Fort Snelling. June, 1899.

At Mahtomedi. Aug. 20th, 1899. Very rough day. [Three women sitting in boat pulled up on shore.]

Moochers getting ready for a sail. [Three men on a sailboat, the “Moocher”].

The Moochers. Sept. 17th, 1899. [Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. with three men.]

Two babes in the woods. Sept. 17th, 1899. [Two women sitting on ground.]

A party at the Moocher’s cottage. Sept. 17th, 1899.

Group of people sitting on a roof, of the Moocher’s cottage? Similar to 297.

View of part of Fort Snelling taken from off the bridge at Fort Snelling.

Partly obscured view of road and trees.

Group of people playing cards around a table. Very faded, see copy 2.
302  ...lovers... in... Como[?] Park. June, 1899. [Woman at side of tree lined road. Faded and dark.]
303  [Woman standing in front of wall tent.]
304  A party at Moocher’s cottage. Sunday – 1899. [Men and women standing in line on a plank walkway over the water. Faded.]
305  [Small cameos of Luella Provost and Charles Anselm Newton, Sr.]
306  [Two women standing, holding a book between them. Wearing mortarboards and choir robes?]
307  The Moocher. [Sailboat in full sail.]
308  [Luella Provost. Faded.]
309  [Similar to 293.]
310  [Group of people standing behind a piano. Just heads are visible. Blurry, faded photo.]
311  Youst [sic] came over [Man standing in boat pulled up to a dock. Woman standing on dock. Faded photo.]
312  Our days fishing. May, 1899. [Similar to 280.]
313  The dinner. May, 1899. [Charles Anselm Newton, Sr., two women and man sitting on ground, eating.]
314  [Boat stern in foreground in water. Dock in background on left.]
315  [Hand operated pump in foreground. Trail leading to line of trees and water? in background.]
316  [Woman reading newspaper, woman reading book and man sitting. All sitting on bench under trees.]
317  [Group of people on dock.]
318  [Men and women on sailboat.]
319  The Moochers [Four men, two standing on other’s shoulders.]
320  [Luella Provost sitting in boat, fishing pole? in her hands. Man in background.]
321  [Three women sitting on a haystack. Man standing in front.]
322  [Man climbing on back of another man. Man standing to the right. Similar to 319.]
323  [Luella Provost with two women. Round photograph.]
324  [Woman similar to 323. Square photograph with rounded corners.]
325  [Two women standing outside in front of building.]
326  [Luella Provost, Kittie Newton? and two women similar to 323. Square photograph with rounded corners.]
327 [Woman similar to 324.]
328 [Similar to 326. Round photograph.]
329 Mame Hendy[?], Frank, Gene Hendy[?], Paul, Rib[?], Rev.[?] …ou recognize us? [Three women and three men standing on outdoor staircase.]
330 [Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. and two men standing over frying pans on the ground.]
331 [Woman sitting in chair facing away from camera. Faded.]
332 [Man standing in boat. Similar to 311? Reprint? Very faded.]
333 The Pastirre[?] [Sailboat under sail. Round photograph.]
334 [Figure in front of house. Very faded and blurry photo.]
335 [Woman seated at piano]
336 [Woman seated on low stone wall in front yard of house.]
337 [Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. sitting in background, mandolin?, guitar and piano in foreground. Similar to 335.]
338 [Photograph looks to be double-exposed. Exterior of house with woman standing at a gate combined with faint image of a standing woman.]
339 [Stream with rocky bank, wood fence in background. Figure standing at bank. Photograph light exposed, only partly visible.]
340 [Two dogs outside. House in background.]
341 Taken July 4th, 1901. [Luella Provost Newton standing on house porch. Huge growth of vines to her left.]
342 [Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. standing on house porch. Similar to 341.]
343 [Charles Anselm Newton, Sr.? feeding chickens. Photograph taken through chickenwire.]
344 [Luella Provost Newton standing outside, house and sheds in background. Dog at her feet.]
345 [Dog in foreground, girl standing behind it.]
346 [Three women and three men in sailboat.]
347 [People sailing in sailboat. Prow of another sailboat in foreground.]
348 Anna Sistoe? and Kittie on the…leading to the cottage? [Two women walking through a field.]
349 [Luella Provost Newton sitting at a table. Photograph looks double-exposed.]
350 [Three people in a rowboat.]
351 [Woman holding a baby. Photograph faded.]
352  [Kittie? posing with flower in her hair.]
353  [Group of people sitting on porch of house.]
354  [Women and men in bathing costumes wading. Rowboat in foreground.]
355  [Baby on someone’s lap? Photograph faded.]
356  [Woman holding a baby. Photograph faded.]
357  [Baby on woman’s knee. Photograph blurry and faded.]
358  [Three women and two men seated outdoors. Photograph faded and light.]
359  [House with bicycle on front porch. Round photograph. Faded.]
360  [Train tracks with water on left side, hills in background. Dark.]
361  [Two women on seesaw. Industrial scene with smokestacks in background. Photograph faded and light.]
362  [Two women on wooden bridge over stream. Hills in background.]
363  [Man climbing into a four-horse drawn buggy. Brick building in background.]
364  [Dam and a footbridge crossing a river. Train tracks in foreground.]
365  [Stream running before a bluff. Train tracks in far left corner of photograph.]
366  [Stream and train tracks in foreground. Treed hills in background.]
367  2 mos. [Baby lying in chair.]
368  10 mos. [Baby sitting in tub.]
369  2[?] mo. 2[?] weeks. [Baby in back of a bowl. Photograph very faded and blurry.]
370  2 mos. [Luella Provost Newton? holding baby, Charles Anselm Newton, Jr.? Photograph blurry.]
371  4 mos. [Baby. Round photograph, faded.]
372  2 months [Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. holding baby while seated in armchair. Photograph blurry.]
373  July 4th, 1904. [Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. and woman holding hands of Charles Anselm Newton, Jr.? while walking.]
374  Chas. A. Newton, Jr. 2 months.[Lying on armchair. Similar to 367.]
375  Behlmer family. July 4, 04.
376  [Charles Anselm Newton, Sr., Luella Provost Newton and Charles Anselm Newton, Jr.]
377  10 mos. July 4th, 1904. [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. sitting on ground in front of chicken wire fence.]
378  The “other…is Mr. Br…He boards…Kate W….is from.[Group of people in corner of a room.]
379  [Luella Provost Newton, Kittie and two other women in front yard of house.]
380  [Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. standing behind woman, Luella Provost Newton?,?, seated at piano.]
381  [Charles Anselm Newton, Sr. seated with woman, Luella Provost Newton?,?, standing behind him. Photograph faded.]
382  [Charles Anselm Newton, Sr., Luella Provost Newton and dog.]
383  [Dog lying on porch.]
384  [Interior shot of home.]
385  [Woman standing in front of house. For rent sign in window of house.]
386  [House with trees.]
387  [Woman posing with flower in her hair.]
388  [Head of woman with hat on. Photograph has ink blotches on it.]
389  [Interior shot of home. Man’s leg in right corner. Photograph dark.]
390  [Similar to 385.]
391  [Interior shot of home. Photograph dark.]
392  [River with waterfalls on left side of photograph.]
393  [Dirt roads in foreground, houses in middle, low hill in background. Electric? poles along roads. Photograph faded.]
394  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr.? posing on wooden floor, naked.]
396  [Man and woman, Charles Anselm Newton, Sr.? and Luella Provost Newton? walking along stream bank.]
397  [Similar to 360.]
398  [Waterfalls in foreground. Bridge in background.]
399  [Stream running through gorge. Hills in background. Metal handrail? in foreground.]
400  [Charles Anselm Newton, Jr. and boy on beach. Cabins in background. Similar to 110]
401  [Luella Provost Newton, Charles Anselm Newton, Jr., woman and boy wading. Similar to 109.]
402  [Similar to 366.]
403  Side of the house ? our…from the back. [Tree filled side yard, house on left side.]
404  G.C. Saules. This is a gross calumny on the hair restorer I use Yes[?] [Man and woman seated in interior of home. Man is balding.]
405 Use a magnifier on this and you’ll no doubt recognize my beatiful [beautiful] poppies. 
… the above . Cicily. [Interior shot of home. On sofa is a pillow with embroidered 
flowers, poppies?]

406 Jack & Cicily. Taken by G. C. S. [Man and woman posing on steps of a house. Steps 
covered with ivy.] Ivy [written on front of photograph.]

407 G. C. S. on his front steps. [Man posing on steps of a house. Similar to 406.]

408 Al. J. Johnson Fairbanks, Alaska [photographer’s impression stamp] [Studio photograph, 
two views, of a woman and child. Woman similar to 4.]